
Enable corrective, predictive, pro-active, 
and preventive maintenance.

Achieve a 50% reduction in maintenance overtime, purchasing expenses, and labor costs.

Strengthen asset reliability through 
streamlined maintenance processes.

Seamlessly migrate an on-premises 
version of HxGN EAM to the cloud. 

Reduce downtime with predictive asset 
performance data. 

Stay compliant with industry standards 
and work toward sustainability goals.

Provide mobile functionalities for field 
service technicians. 

Identify and control all hazardous 
materials and situations.

Determine accurate inventory levels.

Modernize enterprise asset 
management with Wipro’s 
HxGN EAM expertise

Delivering an innovative approach to 
ensuring high-performance asset lifecycles, 
streamlined maintenance processes, and 
improved risk mitigation.

The HxGN EAM (formerly Infor EAM) solution provides a cloud-driven approach to 

optimizing asset usage, and as a global alliance partner for Infor and Hexagon, Wipro is 

helping businesses adopt the solution to enhance enterprise asset management and 

enable greater productivity. With HxGN EAM’s scalable cloud-based capabilities, 

organizations can solve critical asset-performance challenges, increase asset efficiency for 

the long term, and drive investment decisions.

Key takeaways



Key benefits Features
Wipro’s HxGN EAM experts can partner with 
organizations to help them gain a range of advantages:

•  loT-based asset tracking capabilities, allowing 
predictive maintenance in conjunction with Wipro’s 
Insider Navigation platform

•  Import and upload utility tools

•  Standard industry-specific mobile apps 
compatible with Windows/iOS/Android (offering 
online/offline capabilities) 

•  Micro-verticalization capabilities enabling a sharp 
focus on industry requirements and providing 
integration capabilities with Infor CloudSuite

•  Customizable applications for additional 
development 

•  Solution documentation and support

Ensure efficient service-level agreement 
(SLA) tracking and asset maintenance 
with work compliance capabilities that 
automatically flag any noncompliant 
work orders. 

Streamline communication and 
decision-making by sending automatic 
emails containing critical reports to the 
appropriate stakeholders.

Monitor an IT asset’s lifecycle from 
inception to end-of life, whether 
hardware or software.

Easily manage equipment rentals with 
remote asset monitoring and gain 
visibility into business performance 
through contract profitability tracking. 
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By partnering with Wipro on a HxGN EAM adoption, our customers get the additional value with 

our accelerators such as:

•  AI-based predictive maintenance using IoT

•  Real-time asset syncing and positioning with augmented reality (AR)

•  Ready-made configurations for IT Asset Management 

•  Work compliance configuration for SLA monitoring

•  Automated Email triggering with report attachment

With Wipro’s HxGN EAM expertise, enterprises can solve critical asset performance challenges and transform 
maintenance operations while meeting industry regulations


